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Diving The Grenadines
Living Out The Fantasy Of All Of Us

Consider a typical dive vacation. In the morning the divemaster announces
you will have your first dive at the Pinnacles, 30 minutes and 80 feet, and your
second at Jasper's Reef, 40 minutes at 40 feet. And you tag right along. Or, if
you're boarding on a dive boat, the skipper will announce that during the night he
has traveled thirty knots, you are now in Gallway Bay, to the north is the wall,
where you will find a black coral tree shaped like a cross at 60 feet, and an en-
crusted cannon at 85 feet, which you are not to fiddle with. He's been here before.

I've always had the fantasy to be my own captain on a dive boat, stopping when
and where I damn well please to search for the mysterious blue bearded finger fish
or to probe for gold from the wreck of ,4.820$1goox. 20 -§§°*-1*'}*-0*--4:Q°-:¥)0-001{2.Pb. -R">-600-3RXe-woo-,w,-4
the Somoza de Castro. And I've also 1:p*:Q Ih %,I i,,a#ko(* 5=02 2§*  3.22.3.22 12:t %3:}f}: C C C}oj•.INS,/ATIN:li,Jnlifuritilillili•/13....0 0.- I-„vvnn.•-6*xoP°°00©C:1 #- .:° °-x Ro ob b'Px *0 0:0 0:b L.wanted to sai 1 bare bot tom through the
verdant Grenadines, the lush Windward 9{3751·%4·1%;P·*NAK:

Islands in the Southern Caribbean, so
rather than die an unfulfilled man, my
buddy and I chartered the 45' wooden               ': :, :* I :.: *glf.: *:a::6 -

ketch (12' beam) Am Stram Gram, owned /Il®-b,R*Fl"/000

and captained by Marcel Pellitier. Now,
before you tell yourself yqu would
never take this trip, hear me out. Most
important, the price for four people,
seven nights, is $1,800, which is $65/
night/person. Add $3/day for tanks **Stitilisi 4.rooom,-0.0,-: . - ,...rg:„„1 - "„-,- "---*-

and weights, and your diving, comfort- 39%49*#Hiff:91!114¢4?**ilj:ft:.4,fr1. f4i.1,081.Ili. i#2
' Carb*h.:Mdill[6*id**0* rE#6'¢d··.-46}:.t* .· 5.-: i .3- *5*.,6 01':1 5 2able accommodations in two roomy cabins, :14?,eltm>14**kik?ii.*I0tt° ***0CCEand a repast superior to any dive re-

sort is paid for. Only your bar tab is R./W¢Am#te#(434:44%44}14:04;41.Ktmum=69"/0//0/k
extra. Since the captain runs the ship , .]:,Elldl#kl@*f0¢t¢34£ilikitti;l'432·:i*41-'.·i·Cill.E,64],141iliaeesinf,#At.:i
you need not be a sailor. And you need tt!?Mt'df99:'152*%4433:'t#unratril."i=--re'le;rrt%35
not fear being stuck at sea for a week, 2° 8 °.1}9712*jae..M.%-·> °"311"W.00"#Mumull.'MNIN'.1

for much of the time is spent exploring deserted islands, calling on sleepy ports,
or doing whatever the passengers decide, including lounging on the ample deck space
or suspending oneself from the hammocks strung from the masts. Dive when you have
the calling, visit port when you lose your sea legs, sip rum when your mouth parches.
It's your show. You call the shots.
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Hundreds of craft charter for Grenadine trips (see insert) and each journey
will differ. Some specialize in scuba, others in sailing, others in partying.
Marcel is a free diver, not a scuba diver. There is no compressor on board, but
there is air along the way. He has been sailing his boat in the Grenadines for
ten years with his companion Gladys, the only other crew member. He is 55, a
sculptor, she is 34, a painter. This trip is their fantasy as much as mine.

Before I report on my journey, I must say that the diving, on Caribbean stand-
ards, was about as good as anywhere. The exceptions (remember that I selected the
stops, with no prior knowledge) were no sheer walls and no big fish, including even
reef sharks. In October, a month after Hurricane David, the water was in the mid-
80s with visibility as high as 100 feet (the hurricane still had things stirred up
a bit) and ran down to 60 feet, except once where it dropped to 20 feet. Much of
our diving was done at 60 feet, where the fish and the colors are. Extensive hard
and soft coral growth reflected the lack of marauding humans. Among enormous green
and purple sea fans and plentiful sponges, were every common species of tropical,
including the more interesting--filefish, rock beauties, queen angels, puffers and
cowfish, green and spotted morays. Often the snorkeling was so good we did not don
our tanks. Because we were discovering our own spots as we went, the diving prob-
ably seemed even better than it was. When asked, Marcel helped. If not asked, he
obligingly loaded us into his Zodiac for a run to our destination. Our major com-
plaint would be that we would hope for better visibility, although we recognize the
toll of the hurricane, and that there would have been bigger fish (the largest were
30-40 pound groupers, big by resort standards, but not by the standards of virgin
diving) and a few reef sharks for added thrills. Other than that, the diving was
splendid, and, indeed, I would return again:

Friday: Board in St. Lucia, depart at 2 p.m. from Marigot Bay, where Rex Har-
rison dropped anchor as Dr. Doolittle. Motor/sail southward, past conical Pitons
rising from the sea to the clouds. Stunning. Destination: Bequia.

Saturday: Arrive 5 a.m. After bacon omelette take the Zodiac into Port Eliza-

beth for a sunrise stroll on quaint streets. Chat with wooden boatbuilders on Ad-
miralty Island, swap stories with working sailors, reputed to be the best in the
Grenadines. Meet a grizzled American who twice sailed solo around the world in his

18' Plumbelly. Drop into Whaleboner bar, pull up a
1 1 whale vertebra bar stool and belly up to the jawbone

4 bar for a potable. Chat with locals who live up

@;%ff*Y:if?*f?1 to Bequia's "Happy Island" reputation. Pick up tanksfrom Marcel's friend who says the only commercial
compressor in the Grenadines, on Palm Island, is on
the fritz. Nearly panic, but Marcel says native

=>44444*4206 1,•• fishermen on two islands have compressors, so we set
22=.lillillam--= sail, passing uninhabited Petit Nevis, where whalers

butcher their catch. Said to smell like the "left

wing of the day of judgment" during whaling season.

%9%

*Imm#"Man&lili/.,0 0 00„ W. 0 X b

Arrive at Mustique to dive liner Antilles, in
30' of water since 1971. Surge so powerful I am
thrown against rocks and hull. Supposedly vintage
wines inside, but nearly impossible to enter. One
diver who did became entangled in webs of electrical
cords barely survived. Outside, wine bottles fused

Undercurrent (ISSN: 0192-0871) is published monthly by
Atcom, Inc., Atcom Building, 2315 Broadway, New
York, NY 10024,(212) 873-3760. Second-class postage
paid at New York, New York. This guide is available to
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by heat lie in the rubble; 30 yards
away rests a Japanese salvage tug, it
too a victim. Sparse coral along port
side, but many tropicals, sea fans and
gorgonia, and a six foot bull shark
resting in a bow depression. A tough,
fascinating dive. Then, on to Mustique,
where we drop anchor for the night.
Frigate birds circle overhead and ca-
lypso from a pick-up local band drifts
from a single hut on the deserted white
beach.

St. Lucia

49
Sunday: Misty images of French

plantations evoked as we sail past
grand and graceful restored colonial
islands. Visit Cotton House, once an St. Vincent

estate, now a remarkable hotel of tex-
tured stone, graceful arches and eleven
doll house cottages amidst manicured Barbades

lawns and pools with floating pink and
(100 Miles

East of St. Vincent}

blue lillies. On to Canouan Island,
where we take the Zodiac to dive a lit-

i
tle 40' wall. Abundant gorgonia, fans
and sponges, tangs, hogfish, trumpets
and enormous feathers. Collect conch The Grenadines

for dinner, mindful of conserving air until we find the fishermen. Back a-

board, we lift anchor for Tobago Cays
(pronounced "Keys") and find our fisher- &

0

men, at work at sunset spreading fish
2 0

and turtle meat to dry, working on boats CARIBBEAN

and tending lobster pens, from which SEA

Marcel buys two lobsters. The aroma of
the fishermen's creole lobster sends us

scurrying back to the Am Stram Gram for

70£
4

our feast.

Grenada
Monday: Begin the day with 60'

dive, thgn snorkel. Surface tempera-
ture: 90 . Exceptional scenery: color-
ful coral, impressive staghorn and elk-
horn (but very fragile) and variety of
tropicals as varied as anywhere in the
Caribbean. This becomes our favorite ·-

anchorage, so decide to stay until Tuesday. Locate flying gurnards on several dives.
About 15" long, with a colorful, spotted pectoral spread of 20" used to forage in
the sand. Numerous anemones, green and spotted morays, and tube worms so large they
would not fit into my 1:3 framer. Spend rest of the day in the water, eating, sun-
ning, and beach combing.

Tuesday: At our first dive site, Marcel says he too will dive, but on the other
side of the reef to spear dinner. I ask that he stay in the Zodiac and follow our
bubbles since occasional currents have carried us beyond our limits. He agrees, then
we snorkel while he spears grouper. After lunch we depart for Union Island, only a
half hour sail, to pick up supplies at grocery in the small town of Clifton. Stop
for an afternoon cocktail in Les Bouganvilla Hotel and watch the captured sharks,
rays and turtles swimming in one hotel pool, while in a smaller pool lobster await
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the cook's pot. I would not exchange the hotel dinner for whatever surprises await
me aboard the Am Stram Gram, for Gladys, like the French proverb, can produce a
gourmet meal from an onion and a pot of water. Consistently, she creates ambrosial
meals from a handful of fresh vegetables. Lunch, salads perfectly seasoned, veg-

etables beautifully arranged, with fresh dressings--even fresh mayonnaise--prepared
daily; French cheeses and hard rolls. Dinners? Voila. An unusual spicy souph per-
haps mushroom crepes, steamed vegetables, *I'l#" I. ye.

chicken or lobster in sauces whose secrets

she would not disclose, fish kebabs (fish 349***%%1*==344speared by Marcel) and once, an omelette F.IN.N.,61...A#o*-;MfFi>z'8 11*9 %1
prepared with the roe of short-spined ur- 1%)s°*72?9*@ky?'¥31&*1*1.*417(4$%49'°4»10344*6%14>%%%%55
chins we had gathered. Delectable. Al- Pfikw24&922*1*+=***Eways special deserts: once, fresh coconut 9/4//Elit"/Apja#1:Wil#lin/,4'Al'96%3 im*99?7milt=rv*;*MA<%94*jofle.©f%1(»93% 56,¢fNcake in a flaming rum sauce, another day
cheese sourdough rolls with fresh fruit. fil¢*
Preceeded by a $5 bottle of dry red wine

and a round of backga=on, dinner is an ex- '
perience worth the entire trip. But, one 461*3 9%49*m**1*fitti€44%44
cmmonly used nlthenGrenadinese;o;fdinner

it might include queen triggers and even 9 T2Mtw€9'«999*€%ist
queen angels--I decide not to ask what kind 4%39*Mtle,P*Ot,KNRM,A+3
of tasty fish is gracing my table. °1*04°t*i> 8%*= SP- '* -; f*ti:-&#i.4: . €1%Wednesday: Two hour sail to Mopion
("bedbug" in French), a 100-yard wide spit 72*1*W.11#4*4.i.:..::7.: * 3 '*' -11-*.9bjo
with a grass hut and three palm trees, two
planted by Marcel. Make dive down a short %;*jp;SKI#@*Wdeh***14#
vertical wall to view enormous fans and hun- gi#j*@¥*4
dreds of fish. Lunch, then a brief sail to 49*4®*414*04%*Mt#•0*93*304.441...I#.
Puanise ("crab louse") for a similarly beau- 211€tiful dive, this time visited by inquisi- fi#it*ai«324*999*««*tive barracuda and a school of large jacks 44.x..'44*44*Z.S*m¢01**
dashing between us. I f ind an enormous her- f®GC%;Ea42#416b*f*°4ti42*
mit crab, outgrowing even conch shell; take Efl€W#ik;44%44**A**4*i§lAm***3
plenty of macro shots of banded coral shrimp FOdia¢p*:%3,8,#4,4.,4:E
and arrow crabs. Sail to Petit St. Vincent, >99<18*Nfi644¢***(U'*0)*8¢¥00¢#**.eltiej
drop anchor and motor ashore for rollicking 26 i*01€4}+04%)ti!444¢*84*4%9*?**Ni**¢1
Jump Up, a Wednesday night tradition where *(1%*4401**¢41-¥:*d#·h#t¢*0»**rt
visiting boaters, tourists and locals boogie iff,WO*Adi42*4*(*16*4€@Kt'*143mui*k1*49:
flute bands. Great sport. 3% *16 fdjuid»; *buff€8*Eaftfutturl04*44»*41*4*84**t

Thursday: Fill tanks at encampment o f fj**diffi*i*st***i**#il¢j'0**8#*f*rilobster divers and set sail for Mayreau, ar- f"'pl*AOL*RE
riving in two hours for our first dive on the ?13west side of the island. Just below surface i 6

hundreds of light blue needle fish part as I 
descend. Schools of tropicals swirl about

coral encrusted rock canyons. Nearby lays 80-year-old wreck of British gunboat,

Purana, where ammunition and bottles are reportedly found, but I have no luck.

Sail to Saltwhistle Bay, lined with palms and sea grapes; lunch and 1011, then take
Zodiac to Catholic Island, hoping for a good dive, but the charts deceive us. High-
light is hundreds of enormous starfish loading up on hundreds of conch, so we follow
their lead and take back our share for dinner, returning afterward to Tobago Keys,

- anchor for the night.

Friday: Journey aboard Zodiac to the reef walls of Jamesby and Barabel Islands
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hoping to find big fish, perhaps reef sharks. No luck. Off Jamesby, scenery much
the same as elsewhere. At Barabel we enter water through 4'-6' swells; my buddy
and I separate in visibility less than 20'; we surface and descend again, holding
hands. Three knot current catches us and surge swings us in ten foot arc; after
eleven minute dive we surface, surprised to find ourselves 500 yards from entry
and 90 off planned direction. Nearly exhaust myself blowing emergency whistle,
but at last attract Marcel's attention and the Zodiac is soon at our side.

Saturday, Sunday and home: Last days of ten day trip spent doing more of same,
being as hedonistic as possible. Can terminate anywhere, but have selected Union
Island, where we charter a plane from Air Caribe for flight to St. Lucia. En route

we make low pass over the smoking crater of Mt. Soufreire, which erupted only a few
months before, sending residents of St. Vincent scurrying to sea in boats.

Divers Compass: To reserve the Am Stram Gram write Richard Bertram Yachts, POB
3367, Bahia Mar, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316 (305) 467-8405 or Marcel Pellitier Am
Stram Gram, BP 702, Fort de France, Martinque...Many sail boats, including this one,
use a small Zodiac; suiting up can require muscle and patience...English is spoken
throughout the islands...uniform aboard the boat is swimming suits and t-shirt, when

desirable, but nudity is not uncommon on many of the passing crafts; on shore, shorts
and shirts are required in all establishments...when fresh water is limited the ocean
becomes your bathtub...U.S. money is generally accepted, but stores may not give the
same exchange rates as banks...Eastern Airlines has a direct flight from Miami to St.

Lucia...the peak hurricane season is mid-August to mid-September, but they are pos-
sible a month or so on either side of that period ....

Critical Review of Worldwide Diving: Part II

Reports From Our Readers

In the October issue of Undercurrent we began a three-part series on popular
vacation dive sites, basing our comments on the reviews from readers we have received
during the past several months. In this issue we continue with those reviews:

TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS: Air service has been a real problem to these islands,
but Air Florida is now in the picture, and we would expect business to begin booming--
and the reefs to begin to get crowded. We reviewed the diving out of Prospect of
Whitby Hotel (North Caicos). in our July, 1979 issue and our reviewer returned in Sep-
tember to see how they dealt with the high marks we gave them. "Everything, " he wrote,
"is just as I found it a few months ago. Although the Undercurrent article brought
a lot of business, the staff seems just as personable and accommodating and the diving
remains every bit as good as I reported. It's still the best place to head in this
part of the Caribbean--and among the best anywhere in the Caribbean." We should note
that reservations are required well in advance at the hotel, since it is a favorite
spot of many European nondivers.

As to our other favorite spot in these islands, Phil Pruss' operation on Grand
Turk, we're pleased to learn from our readers, it is back on track. For a time we
received reports that divers were not getting the personal attention and trips to the
good reefs we wrote about in April, 1978, but Pruss took a moderate bends hit awhile
after the review appeared, and he just may not have been up to his previous high stand-
ards. Nevertheless, during the last six months reports from our readers have once
again been solid. Suzanne Bachrach (Gaithersburg, MD) writes of her June, 1979 trip:
"As good as Cayman or Bonaire; mantas on nearly every dive; the courtesy of Phil Pruss,
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which impressed all divers there, made up for the rustic hotel accommodations and un-
dependable air service; lovely place. I went there after reading your review. Thanks. "
And thank you, Suzanne.

HAWAII: On Kona, Tom Shockley and Lisa Chouquette still get top marks for their
personalized service (Dive Makai), and last we heard from our readers, Mike McIlvenna
at the Kona Village was providing luxury service at this luxury spa. Kona diving is
unique; colorful fish against a background of lava tubes makes it interesting, but
the water is a bit colder than Caribbean diving.

On Maui, we complained about the lousy diving offered by Blue Water Divers, and
subsequently learned that they went out of business in March (see Undercurrent, Nov./
Dec., 1978). We also learned that a lady, claiming she suffered "severe and permanent"
injuries, including lung and brain damage, is suing the defunct firm for $1.2 million.
The suit claims that she took a dive billed as "safe and simple" and was not provided
adequate supervision. One of the defendants has said that there are "no grounds what-
soever for the suit and that the plaintiff "made a gross mistake by breathing in sea
water" during the dive. The suit also claims that the firm "solicited inexperienced
persons" to participate in scuba diving.

ST. LUCIA: Full review October, 1977. Readers now say that guide Junior Alcee
is not willing to go much out of his way to find unique diving, prices are too high
for what he offers, and Berwyn Braden, an attorney from Lake Geneva, Switzerland,
writes that Alcee's attitude is "at best indifferent, more nearly arrogant."

PANAMA: We raved about Moody's Pidertupo Village in March and we've since learn-
ed of another little hotel on the Caribbean side. Robert Trabers of Los Angeles visit-
ed the Isla Grande Resor£ and the five divers in his party had it all to themselves.
His stay was pleasant, the food and accommodations good and the American management
worked hard to please. The diving is from the beach and in his words "interesting...
modest...limited."

PUERTO RICO: While in San Juan in August, W.A. Carlson (Washington, D.C.) took
a 25-mile journey in an ancient van, then a one hour sailboat ride to get to Icacos
Island. The trip was a tour by the Caribbean School of Aquatics operating out of
La Concha Hotel. Carlson rated the diving on the low, low end of the scale and said
it was just not worth the hassle.

ANTIGUA: Long Bay Hotel is now advertising itself as a divers' hotel, but we
have only received one comment from a diver who's been there. Carl Peterson (Del
Mar, CA), who visited there a little over a year ago, writes: "A beautiful resort
with diving, but not a diver's resort...good for nondiving spouse...easy and good
snorkeling...I was the only diver there, but dove every day with owner (whose atti-
tude was great) and never felt shortchanged ....Not a hot diving spot, but I found the
diving enjoyable and the place great for resting and relaxing."

BRITISH VIRGINS: D.C. Fernan visited Anegada Reef, one of the premier dive spots
in the Caribbean, in September, and writes: "Anegada Reef has been virtually wiped
out by the recent storms. The canal at 30-80' was destroyed by 30-40 foot seas as
the hurricane came through." They dived there and elsewhere with Chip Kilbride (who
has taken over for Bert and Jaki) and say that the rules are unrealistic for experi-
enced divers, but suitable for the inexperienced and moderately skilled divers who
frequent Little Dix Bay Hotel (which is served by this operation).

ROATAN: Anthony's Key is "the" resort on this verdant isle, but reviews from
-eaders are remarkable in their inconsistency. Most people complain of lousy air

rvice and voracious sand fleas, but many like the varied activity and relative lux-
ury: L.L. Craft of Salem, OR, says you can't beat the price, considering the free extras ..
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tennis, sailing, horses, etc. On the other hand, Marjorie Bank was disturbed by what
she says is a dying reef (others lament the great changes in the quality of diving in
the past several years), found the guides indifferent and cannot recommend it for seri-
ous divers. Dana Mardaga (Austin, TX) spent a week last January at the Reef House Re-
sort and reports virgin diving on the south shore and the freedom to do whatever they
wished with their dive plan; the food was "great" and Reef House owner Bill Kepler "very
accommodating."

BELIZE: Lighthouse Reef has the best diving in these parts, but it's accessible
only by boat. Whitewater River Expeditions (POB 1249, Turlock, CA 95830) runs regular
luxury camping trips here which receive high marks from our readers. The Isla Mia,
sponsored by See and Sea Travel (680 Beach St., S.F., CA 94109) also gets good notices.
Lloyd Craft, Salem, Oregon, writes: "This is unlimited diving at its best. The crew of
the boat are super. Excellent food, good service. A terrific spot to dive with many
large fish. I went last December and will return this December." Land based Belize

diving from the hotels is not as good as from live-aboard boats, but it can have its
moments and beats a number of Caribbean destinations. Bernard Gold of Jackson Heights,
NY, found Ambergris Lodge too noisy to sleep because locals raised hell in the hotel
bar, and didn't care much for the cuisine, although the dive guide was a nice guy; Gold
preferred Ramon' s Aqua Lodge, "a pretty place, on a pretty beach with good food," and
Ramon is considered Belize's best guide by most people who write Undercurrent. Chas.
Steele of Petasky, MI, reports $10/day accommodations, $3 meals and $7 boat dives to
the Belize barrier reef at the Hotel Marvin. Although Glover's Reef has all the makings
of romantic tropical isolation, travelers still complain of surly management, bad food
and reefs which show the effect of last year's hurricane and unmanaged spearing for the
dinner table. Richard Jaross (Brooklyn, NY) visited there last winter and writes: "De-
finitely do not go; this was my worst of 20 Caribbean dive trips."

BAHAMAS: Last April we reviewed Small Hope Bay and later received a number of
comments from readers indicating that although the management claims unlimited diving,
it is difficult, if not impossible, to get a third tank. J.M. Cofer, Kernersville
NC, writes of his August trip: "Lodge and dive sites are excellent, the food great,
the atmosphere terrific, but the diving far too restrictive and experienced divers
should go elsewhere." Phil Hampton (Huntsville, AL) complained about the continued
shorting of bottom time (the afternoon dive at 40 feet for 35 minutes) and says: "A
dive resort is for diving and cheating divers out of bottom time is intolerable.
When seeking a third tank, the guides first said it would cost extra (although he
had paid ahead for three tanks), then said it was not safe, and then said the divers
would become ill. Manager Alex finally straightened it out for us, but after three
days of diving at the identical site in 12 feet of water, we gave up and settled for
2 tanks per day."

Regarding our Bimini review, only one comment has been received, and that just be-
fore we went to press. Dr. Robert Rill (Enola, PA) wrote: "The rooms are deplorable,
the dive guides unsafe with novices; go elsewhere."

In December, 1975, we reviewed the Current Club, we liked it and readers like
it, too. Shallow reef diving is decent, but the highlight is riding the current cut
at up to 7 knots with the tidal changes. There's nothing quite like it. Dr. Donald
Mahler, Newton, MA, reports on comfortable rooms, nice beach and excellent food, but
cautioned that after he paid $19/dive, he learned that nonguests were charged only $15;
he wrote and got a refund. Carl Mintz (Wash., DC) liked the Current Club better than
Walker's Key. He found the diving slightly better at Walker's, but much more expensive
and much less friendly. While some divers complain of bad management of the diving
facilities, Mintz complained that "Walker' s is owned by Robert Abplanalp (Nixon' s
friend), and his daughter, who runs the front desk, was not very helpful and made sev-
eral errors on our bill." Sounds like the ' 72 campaign.

Just about everyone who writes about Stella Maris (Long Island) cites the pleasures
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of the accommodations, food and staff,

diving kind of a bore after a few days,
that there are a few thrills at "shark

small sharks, and the divers would lay
develop right before their very eyes.
December, 1977.

but some of the divers find the patch reef
Jim Kostreva of Chicago, IL, reports, however,

reef" where the guides spear fish to attract
back and watch the miniature feeding frenzy
For a full review, see Undercurrent, November/

There are many other Bahamas spots about which we get a few random comments.
This is what readers currently say: Exuma Islands Charter Adventure Cruises: Dale
S. Kreiner (Akron, OH) writes: "Used to be a good operation, but in August, under
new captain, I had my worst trip ever; the skipper was lazy, did not know the dive
sites, and the food was poor."...Chub Cay Club: Anne Spitzer, Gainesville, FL, says:
"I was the only diver brave enough to go out when Hurricane David was still stirring
things up. Chub gets gold stars for fulfilling promises when most divemasters would
have faded into the sunset. Fantastic eagle rays day-after-day, huge turtles abundant.
The wall is fairly interesting, but the blue hole is a bust."... Cape Eleuthera Resort:
Gordon Schele, Littleton, CO, writes: "Good wall diving, but with 30 people in the
water and the divemasters spearing fish I good a bit concerned. They allow collecting
at dive sites, which should be prohibited.".. .The Impossible Dream: We have always got-
ten mixed reviews about this boat which charters into the Bahamas, and most recently
Stewart Williams, North Platte, NE, tells of his August trip: "This boat is nowhere.
The captain didn't know where the reefs were; it was always hit and miss. We were
promised a wall dive every day, but only found the wall twice, and each time it began
at 140 feet--not much bottom time there. The crew treated us like we didn't know our

head from a hole in the ground. The food was barely tolerable and the boat was a mess
--the heads were never cleaned. This is the most unprofessional boat I've been on,
and I've been on good ones, including the Cayman Diver and the Dragon Lady."

Good And Bad Regulators

When you buy your next regulator-or when you
bought your last one-were you influenced about
Dacor's product because the advertising told about
"a small lever" that "makes the Pacer the easiest and

smoothest breathing regulator on the market today"?
Were you persuaded by Scubamaster claims that

the demand lever is "tipped with an anti-friction

Teflon button" so that the "lever slides eahily acros

the diaphragm disk for smooth regulator operation"?

··Our safety underwater depends upon three signifi-
cant variables in regulator performance, and since the
advertisers won't tell vou about them. we win. ··

Or did the claims of the Arctic 950, that the

regulator has an "anti-friction device on second stage
demand lever, plus a floating piston orifice," provide
the information required to clinch the sale?

To most sport divers-and especially to beginners
buying their first regulator-this kind of in formation
by itself is useless, although advertisers would have us
think that our lives depend upon a little dab of Tenon
or a long lasting silicone seat. Our safety underwater
depends upon three significant variables in regulator
performance, and since the advertisers won't tell you
about them, we will.

Tests The Advertisers Ignore

Depth: The deeper a diver descends, the greater the
ambient pressure; the greater the ambient pressure,

the more difficult it is for a regulator to deliver air. A

high performance regulator will deliver air easily at

virtually any depth reached by sport divers, but a low

performance regulator may become noticeably harder
to breathe from below 50-60 feet.

Tank Pressure: The lower the tank pressure the

more difficult it is for a regulator to deliver air on de-
mand. On the surface a diver can breathe the last

ounce of air out of his tank with any regulator. Once

he descends, getting air from a tank with only 100 or

200 psi remaining becomes more difficult the deeper

he goes. A low performance regulator, under some

circumstances, may have difficulty delivering air at

130 feet, 100 feet or, in the case of some very poor

regulators, even 60 or 80 feet.

Divers' Work Level: Divers engage in varying

degrees of "work" underwater. The manifestations
of the intensity of work include faster heart beat, in-
creased inhalation and exhalation, and other

physiological variables normally associated with
work. A diver may be routinely working-welding or

lifting bars of gold-or unexpectedly working-try-

ing to remove the rocks from the mouth of a cave or

freeing himself from kelp entanglement. A diver in
8



UNDERWATER

ACCIDENT REPORT

Forward report to:

NATIONAL UNDERWATER ACCIDENT DATA CENTER

P.O. Box 68 - Kingston, R. I. 02881

Victim's Sex .... Age ..... Hgt. ...... WIrt. ....
Name of Victim:.......... ........................

List First Middle Marital Status: M....S....D....W... UNK

Address: ........································· Occupation .....................................

City.............. County.......... State........ Employer .........,..,..,....,.......,.,.,..,,,.

Location of Accident .......
(use landmarks,
distance from............

prominent terrain
features. Attach...........

Chart or Map tf available )
City.............. County .

CIRCLE LOCATION

( BY Code Number)
............... 1. Ocean, Bay, Sea

2. Minor Lake, Pond, Slough

............... 3. Quarry, Pit, Open Mine
.State........ SA. Cave

4. River

5. Major Lake, Pond

6. Swimming Pool

7. Great Lakes

Date and Time of Accident .......... ........... Autopsy Performed:
Day Mo. Yr. Un 24-Hi. Clock (Yes o. No)

Date and Time of Death

Date and Time of Recovery

Death Occurred in Water ?

Cause of Death:

Medical Examiner

N,me

CODE FOR NON-FATAL INCIDENT

Circle one only (A, B, C, or D) which best
describes seriousness of incident. Important·
Report all "incidents", however minor. De-
scribe in detail on page 4. Include equip-
ment factors

(Yes or No)

A. Incapacitating injury rendering person
unable to perform normal activities as
walking or diving or to leave scene with-
out assistance.

B. Nonincapacitating evident injury as loss
of blood, abrasions, lump on head, etc,

Addrels Pho-

C. Possible injury indicated by complaining
of pain, blackout, limping, nausea, etc.

D. Incident with no apparent injury, (near
miss, etc. )

Description of all dives within previous 12 hours
including accident dive.

Depth Time Down Surface Intervot

6/

.......... 4,+ ..... .... .. .......... .......

&5

Type of Diving: C Explain if Necessary)

1 Scuba ..... Skin .... . Other ..... Unknown .
t21

At time of Incident,

Activities engaged ln.
Recreational . ....

Under instruction.....

Instructing .....

Cave diving .....

Spear Ashing

Photography .....

Night diving .....

Occupational or Commercial

Vessels involved ........

At time of incident,

Buddy record:

Diving alone ..

Diving with buddy..

Buddy distance . .

Diving with more
than one ..

Distance to next

nearest diver ,.

(see back page) ..

(Yn Of No)

Others in accident

CY. . No)

Separate report Sled
(Yes or No)

U.El. Coast Guard aid sought........ .....
(Ve, or No)

(Give Details in "Description of Accldent",
Name, Captain, Address, Phone, etc. )

Name Acldr€83 Pho-3 Function/Role

i

• Reported by: Other Contacta:

Name ... Name

Address ............. Address

City.... ............ Phone ... City ............................. Phone

*If you want to contribute case information and remain "anonymous" please call collect to the Director, John J.
McAniff (401) 792-2965. Only Mr. MoAn15 will accept these calls.

1

1



Sea : Calm ...... Moderate ........ Rough

Current : Slight . . Moderate . Strong . . Direction

Wave Height: .., Water Depth : .. Type Bottom :

Water Temperature : C °F) .

Weather : Clear . Cloudy . . Fog . . Snow

Thunderstorm . . Tornado, Hurricane

Wind Foree . Direction

Air Temperature: t ¤F)

Illustrate all visible injuries (cuts, abrasions, fractures, etc.)

VISIBLE INJURIES (Illustrate and describe all visible injuries)

Rain..

Other

V

-.J u#V

40
1 /

Cour.yer und Agency
Swimming Experience: Years

Skindiving Experience : Years . (li . . .. . .,i.i, Certification Date

12) -DO-

Scuba Experience: Years

*3) ..........        -DO-

Hours of sleep in past 24 hours

Time of last meal . .. . . What and how much ?

Time of last alcoholic drink , . . ... ... What and how much ?

Any known physical ailments, disability or impairment ?

1

HI'MAN

EXPERIENCE

VISIBLE

ENVIRONMENTAL

F
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OCEAN

A and
MARINE

DICTIONARY
THOUSANDS OF ENTRIES COVERING:

Algae
Crustacea

Fish

•Marine Biology
•Marine Plankton

•Marine Plants

-Nautical Terms

•Oceanography
•Oceanology
-Ocean Plants

-Sailing Terms
-Seashells

-Seaweed

•Ship Nomenclature

-Ships

and need to know sailing nomenclature, the

various types of ships, the weather and the
currents.

It is for the fisherman, the diver, the marine
scientist.

It is for anyone who has anything to do with
the ocean-from collecting sea shells to stu-

dying crustacea, plankton seaweeds, fish,
mammals, or marine geologic features.

Also included in the fabulous 358-page
volume are:

For millions, just like yourself, the ocean is a
source of recreation and pleasure.

For some of you, it's a livelihood.

For others, it's a wellspring ot scientific
study.

At long last, David F, Tver's OCEAN AND
MARINE DICTIONARY fulfills the need of

many for a comprehensive, noteworthy
reference to countless aspects of ocean life
above and below-from the history of ships
that sail its waters to the animals and

vegetation that exist in its great expanse.

For the very first time, a lexicon of marine
and ocean subjects is available.

It is for those who go to sea, who love to sail

••descriptions of ancient marine life.
Idiscussions of ships and sailing vessels

built since our earliest times.

I explanations of ship nomenclature.
I the etymologies of certain key words

relating to ocean and marine life.

And for those of you interested in naviga-
tion and its dependence on heavenly bodies,
the most widely used stars and constella-
tions and planets are described in full detail.

To any UNDERCURRENT reader facinated
by the majesty and complexity of Earth's
last frontier, the OCEAN AND MARINE

DICTIONARY is absolutely indispensable.

Price: Only $19.50. Remember, this is a no-
risk offer. If you're not satisfied, send back
the book and we'll cheerfully return your
money!
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OCEAN AND MARINE DICTIONARY-$19,50 each.

r..1- 3./.1 .VOK AT THESE OTHER FABULOUS OFFERS FROM UNDERCURRENT!

dWTHE BOOK OF SHARKS. A complete natural history of the sharks of the world with 20
magnificent color paintings and hundreds of photographs and drawings-$14.45 each.

THE LIVING WORLD OF THE REEF. A breathtaking collection of photographs of the intert-
wined life of the reef. Over 100 photographs-32 in full color-by world-famous
photographer Bob Evans-$13.95 each.

THE COMPLETE OUTFITTING AND SOURCE BOOK FOR SPORT DIVING. Accessories,

publications, instruction, diving sites, history, equipment, clubs, organizations and expeditions.
They're all packed in this great volume-$13.95 each.

THE BLUE REEF. Peruse Poseidon's precious puzzles. A special report from beneath the
sea-$13.95 each.

NO RISK OFFER* * * NO RISK OFFER* * * NO RISK OFFER* * *

15 DAY FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
..................................................

SUPPLEMENT TO: UNDERCURRENT lor November/December 1979.

/Division of Atcom, Inc., Atcom Building
Mail to: The Atlantic Institute/ 2315 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10024

PLEASE SEND ME: OCEAN AND MARINE DICTIONARY copies

THE LIVING WORLD OF THE REEF copies

' THE COMPLETE OUTFITTING AND SOURCE BOOK FOR SPORT DIVING copies

THE BOOK OF SHARKS copies THE BLUE REEF copies

I enclose my check in the amount of $ Prices include postage and handling. Delivery of
these books will be made within 45 days 01 receipt of this order. Payable in US dollars. 912U

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE N.Y. State residents add applicable sales tax- 
NAME FIRM 

 ADDRESS CITY 

 "rATE ZIP

Payment must accompany order

+VVVY,vvyvvyvvy vvy,vvvY,vvy vvy,VV+



EQUIPMENT DATA

NOTE : Equipment Brand, Type and Serial Number deta need be inch,ded only U mat/unction or failure was
contributory to the incident.

Equipment Data Brand, Type Piesent Pm,ent at Condition Equipme, t Brand, Type, Present Present ot Conditioi

Date and Time Belo¢e Time of Serial No. Before Time of

of Inspection Diving Recovery Diving Recovery

CY. or No) (Yes or No) (Yes or No) (Yes or No)

Diving Suit Knife

(posit.}

Hood Ab Imn

Booti or Socks Flashlighr

Gloves or MIN Depth
Gouge

Mask Spear Gun

Snorkel Compois

Fins Regulato,

Weight Belt Tank

(lbs.)

Buckle Res.ve

Flopation Device Watch

Other Equipment

For "Occupational" or "Commercial" cases give equipment details on back page.

Flotation Device: Used .. . Tank: Air Left ..... MFG. ........ Date
(Yes M No) (PSIG)

Last Hydro-Test Date
Tested after event ?

(Yes of NO Last Visual Inspection Date

Regulator Tested ?.
Internal Conditton : Clean

(Yes . No) Slight Corrosion

Results .......................···-···..········ Extensive Corrosion

By:
NAME ADDRESS PHONE

Special Comments on Equipment

Equipment Inspected by:
NAME ADDRESS PHONE

Equipment: Released to/or Held by:
NAME ADDRESS PHONE



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT

Describe in detail how the accident happened, including what the person was doing, any speciAe marine life or objects
and the action or movement which led to the event. Include details of Arst aid or resuscitation eiorts. Describe any
"Decompression" and/or "Recompression-Treatment" in description of accident.

In the instance of an occupational or commercial case please specify category as described below:

COMMERCIAL I (C.I) includes oftshore construction and
salvage diving, plus oil-and gas-related operations.
COM MERCIAL II ( C.II) includes harbor and inland div-
ing such as construction, shallow pipe inspection, sal-
vage, and repair.
COMMERCIAL III ( C.III) includes shlp-related diving,
such as construction, repair, and hull cleaning.

COMMERCIAL IV ( C.IV) includes all types of commer-
cial fisheries, abalone, sea urchin, seaweed harvesting,
black coral diving, etc.
COMMERCIAL V ( C,V) includes scientific diving for paid
consulting purposes.
CoMMERCIAL VI ( C.VI) includes diving while in train-
ing for professional diving.
COMMERCIAL VII (C,VII) includes other types of com-
merciai diving not specically set forth in the above
categories such as underwater photography, private re-
search, commercial treasure diving, archeological div-

ing ( and in one instance, a commercial dlver acting as
a tour guide).
We have listed separately the following categories that
are not strictly professional but are occupational in
nature:

ACADEMIC (F.) includes scientlic research by persons
associated with an academic institution.

GOVERNMENT, MILITARY (G.) includes onduty divers in
the U.S. Navy, U.S, Army, U,S. Coast Guard, etc.
GOVERNMENT, CIVIL (H.) includes local, state, and fed-
eral employees such as police and fire department
search and rescue units, etc.

INSTRUCTORS, COMMERCIAL (I.) includes those actively
engaged in teaching commercial and professional div-
ing.
INSTRUCTORS, RECREATIONAL (J.) includes certified in-
structors in sport and recreational diving.

1



panic, also is working harder, and a panicked diver or

any diver, swimming against a current, may be pulling
on his regulator harder than any diver lifting bullion.

The better the regulator, the more likely it will deliver

under hard working conditions.

Depth, Tank Pressure, Work Level: Consider the

combination: 100 feet, 500 psi, heavy work load of a

panicked diver. A good regulator delivers air, a poor

regulator may not. The diver thinks he's out of air,
undertakes an emergency ascent, and doesn't make it.

Alter any variable and the quality of the regulator
becomes even more important.

Getting Accurate Information

In the last decade, we know of only one article ap-

pearing in any general circulation publication which
provided the facts about regulator operation by manu-

facturer, and that article appeared in Undercurrent in
April, 1979. We published a synopsis of a government

funded study by UCLA's Dr. Glen Egstrom in which
39 regulators were comparatively tested. We subse-

quently learned from several sources that many

manufacturers were unhappy with the publication of

that study, and some were even critical of Egstrom for

releasing it, although as a government-funded study it

is in the public domain and can be printed by anyone,

The only American publication so far willing is Under-

current.

Summary Of The Egstrom Study

The 39 regulators studied by Egstrom were tested at
moderate workload at depths to 197 feet, and at two

tank pressures, 1200 psi and 300 psi. Some of the newer
regulators on the market (the Dacor Pacer, the

Technisub Inject 40 L, the Scubamaster 1687, the Arc-

tic 950, and the Scubapro Air I) became available after

the study's cutoff date and could not be tested. Of the

39 tested, two rose to the head of the pack: The Tekna

2100 and the Scubapro Pilot. Since the Pilot is no
longer being produced, the Tekna seems, for the time

being, the best performer in the Egstrom study.
Deciding which of the 37 remaining regulators are

the better regulators requires careful assessment of the
data and, essentially, a judgment call about sport diver
needs. For example, the White Stag Deep 3 (5 l im and

the Scubapro Mark V show similar performance
characteristics in each of the tests up to 131 feet with

1200 psi. When, at that depth, the tank pressure is
reduced to 300 psi, White Stag's performance is rated

as "marginal" while Scubapro is "unacceptable."
When the next test is conducted-191 feet with 1200

psi-the Scubapro outperforms the White Stag.
Many sport divers go to 131 feet, but few journey to

191 feet, so in that case we find the White Stag perfor-
mance preferable to the Mark V, so we would tend to
rate that regulator slightly ahead of the Mark V, and

just a notch behind the Tekna, all other variables being

equal.

In assessing the results of Egstrom's test, we would

then judge a number of other regulators suitable to
most sport divers. They would include: Dacor 400,

Healthways 1675, Scubapro Mark I, Mark V and Mark
Vt, Sherwood SRB 4100K, U.S. Divers Conshelf
12-1081-00, U.S. Divers 1083-00, and Calypso 4,

1084-00, Voit MR-12 and Voit V 124. Of this grouping,
our preferences would be the Scubapro Mark VI, the
Sherwood SRB 4100K, U.S. Divers Conshelf
12-1081-00, and the Voit MR-12.
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We should also note that there were a few surprises.

The Poseidon Cyklon 300 has a substantial reputation
among sport divers, but the Egstrom test discovered, in

our opinion, a serious flaw in the performance of that
regulator. At 66 feet, and at every greater depth tested,

the Poseidon performance at 300 psi tank pressure was

unsatisfactory. Only one other regulator of the 39

tested, the Dacor 100, had the same poor result in this
test.

The poorest regulator performance seems to be at-

tributable to two White Stag models, the 51141 and the
51440, both of which showed marginal performance at

66 feet with 1200 psi, a very common situation for any
sport diver. The 51141 even proved marginal at 33 feet,

with only 300 psi. To us, the results of this test clearly

suggest that these two regulators are unsafe for anyone

but the most conservative of sport divers.
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And one nice surprise, to which Egstrom alerted
Undercurrent, was the relative strong performance in
deep water with low supply pressure of the Sportsways
200, a moderately priced regulator.

Criticism And Other Studies

Manufacturers critical of the study attempted to
criticize the test design, claiming that they could not
produce the same results in their laboratory. That may
be true. Seldom are identical results produced when
different testing equipment is used. But Egstrom's
study is clearly the best effort so far, and it seems
unlikely that if someone else were to study the range of
39 regulators (and the U.S. Navy is doing just that) the
relative position of the regulators to each other would
change significantly. That is to say, that we would ex-
pect the Tekna and the Pilot to still be at the top, the
Poseidon to show its weakness at low supply pressure,
and the two White Stags to be near the bottom of the
list.

The United States Navy also tests regulators, and
Undercurrent, from time to time, has published their
test results. In comparing those results in the past, the
rankings seem similar to Egstrom's: The Scubapro
Pilot proved about the best, the Sherwood 4100 K
looked solid, but Sherwood's 3100 much less so.

Though the Posiedon received Navy approval, the
Navy noted that it "performed poorly both at high
work rate and at low supply pressures."

··Only five or six regulators currently on the market
will meet these new Navy standards."

U.S. Navy standards for regulator performance
were established several years ago. Few regulators
could meet those standards, so many companies had
to redesign their products if they were to sell to the
Navy. Today, the state-of-the-art has advanced con-
siderably and the U.S. Navy standards, to some
degree, do not even meet sport divers needs. For ex-
ample, many of the regulators Egstrom found un-
satisfactory at a low supply pressure at 131 feet do
meet Navy standards. The Navy, mindful of the
more demanding needs of their divers at 130 feet and
recognizing that manufacturers have the capacity to
produce better regulators, have established new per-
formance standards and are completing tests o f some
forty regulators. Once the study is complete, Under-

current will publish the results. We have learned,

Elf #®> i 20*32„:.:*1>%0€319&„'py"63%333"'im@Flid

however, that only five or six regulators currently on
the market will meet these new Navy standards, and
another three or four meet neither the new nor the

old standards, although they are still sold over-the-
counter to unsuspecting sport divers.

One other test, conducted recently, suggests the
validity of Egstrom's ranking, although in this test
few of the same 39 regulators were compared. An
Italian commercial diving firm, Sub Sea Oil Services,
has been conducting a series of tests on international-
ly available regulators. Mike Todd, of the British
magazine Diver put sixteen regulators, provided by
the manufacturers, to the test on the SSOS equip-
ment. These are his rankings:

The Best Of The High Performers:

-Spinnaker Pro

-Scubapro Pilot
-Spirotechnique 50/10
-Spinnaker B

Other High Performers:

-U.S. Divers Calypso 1V

-Spartan 12

The Good Performers:

-Poseidon Cyklon 300

-Spartan X2

-Typhoon Mark 2
-Typhoon Mark 3

The Moderate Performers:

-Submarine Products Aquarius 200
-U.S. Divers Deepstar
-Siebe Gorman Neptune

-Scubapro Mark V
Nemrod Snark 2 Silver

-Spirotechnique 20/20

One of Todd's conclusions was that the servo-

assisted regulators had inherent breathing advantages
over conventional models. The only servo-assisted
regulator tested by Egstrom was the Tekna.

The Information Gap

1n addition to performance under use, other
characteristics have a role in the selection of a

regulator. The most important, perhaps, is the stamina
of a regulator. Few sport divers want a regulator they
must have serviced after every few dives, and since few
sport divers treat their regulator with the care it should
receive, the device must be sturdy. The Scubapro Pilot,
one of the best regulators ever made, was removed
from the market because it was too sensitive to sport
diver use and sport divers were continually complain-
ing that they could not keep the regulator working pro-
perly. Scubapro complained that the divers didn't exer-
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White Stag Recall

White Stag regulator, model #51144 Deep V
has been recalled by the manufacturer. The

high pressure Teflon seat in the first stage may
be forced out of position inadvertently, causing
the second stage to freeflow. For the location of

your nearest White Stag dealer, who will repair
the regulator at no cost, call (800) 421-1525 or

(213) 538-9540.

cise the care required, but the divers eventually won.

Scubapro stopped making the Pilot, replacing it with a
less sensitive model.

Although the number of high and low pressure

ports, the comfort of the mouthpiece, the swivel action
of the first stage, and several other regulator features

are important to the purchaser, the advertisements

would have us believe that these are the only important
features.

Why don't we know more about the performance

characteristics of a regulator before we buy one? Why
isn't there an instruction card accompanying your

regulator which explains that you should never trust
your regulator at 100 feet with only 300 psi remaining?

Why is there no warning that you are taking your life in
your hands when you take your regulator down to 150
feet?

Why are the manufacturers holding out?

· The story continues in the next issue.

Self-Regulation Of The Diving Industry?
The Broken Promises Of 1975

1n the summer of 1975, it seemed that the entire dive

industry was in chaos. The Los Angeles County Board
of Supervisors-the elected governing body of LA
county-had investigated causes of mounting diving
deaths and had informally concluded that the county

government must begin regulating diving. There wfre
serious questions about inadequate training, about
faulty equipment and about the poor supervision and

management of local diving charter boats. The county
officials, seeing no effort at self-regulation by the in-

dustry, decided to act themselves. Industry officials,
alarmed at the comprehensive local proposals, feared

that the state government would follow, regulating div-
ing throughout California and perhaps a national
movement might even develop. Indeed, there was quite
a stir.

"So, for the first time in diving history, the com-

petitors sat down at conference tables, held their

bickering and molded an industry-wide strategy to
cope with the spectre of regulation."

Executives from every diving company and training

agency scurried from meeting to meeting to come up
with self-regulation proposals that would be accepted
by LA county and forestall government regulation. H
they could develop a sensible approach to the prob-

lems, indicating the concern and responsiveness of the
industry, they presumed LA County would back off.

So, for the first time in diving history, the competitors
sat down at conference tables, held their bickering and

molded an industry-wide strategy to cope with the
spectre of regulation.

For the most part, the industry won. Although the

Board of Supervisors passed an ordinance, they ac-
cepted industry pleas to permit self-regulation, and the

law had no significant effect on training agencies or

manufacturers. The industry publicly decried the ef-
fort toward regulation, but privately whistled in relief.

Undercurrent reported on the legislation and in-
dustry response in our November, 1975 issue. Here's
what we said:

"At long last the certifying organizations have had
to sit down together at the bargaining table to solve a
major mutual problem. For too long they've been
engaged in unnecessary competition but with the im-
pending threat of government regulation, they acted
fast. 1n a noteworthy effort, they formed the National
Scuba Training Council to develop general standards
for instructor and diver training and then to monitor
that training. Students in the future, whether in Las
Vegas, Los Angeles, or Lasalle, will be assured a com-
plete training program. Furthermore, if any of the cer-
tification organizations do not solve internal problems

of inadequate training, the Council is committed to
act. But, make no mistake. Without the strong

stimulus of the LA act, the organizations would still
be miles apart. Their progress in working together in
the last year has been remarkable.

"Rather than face the issues, the Big Four backed

away, dissolving the National Scuba Training Council

before the members ever got a chance to tackle the

problems of industry wide training."

"Moreover, the equipment manufacturers were put
on notice that if they did not develop some important
industry-wide standards, then the government would
act for them. They reacted quickly.-DEMA, the Diving
Equipment Manufacturers Association, committed

themselves nationally to accept the standards posed by
the original ordinance and to monitor their own in-
dustry. DEMA even took a step beyond the law and
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proposed additional national reforms. DEMA knows
that the government means business. An Undercurrent

interview, with a key LA county executive, confirmed

that should the industry fail in its program of self-
regulation, then that quality control law will be right
back on the books. No one believes the manufacturers

will go back on their agreement and so far they have
demonstrated their good faith. It is obvious, however,
that the manufacturer's positive action came about on-

ly because o f government action."
That was 1975. Has the industry kept its word?

Quite candidly, the answer is no. We called a number

of representatives of the training agencies and here's
what they told us.

The National Scuba Training Council

[n rapid response to the LA ordinance, NAUI,
PADI, NASDS and the YMCA formed the National

Scuba Training Council to carry out the verbal com-
mitments made behind closed doors to county of-
ficials. Soon after their first meeting, at least two new
and small certifying organizations, SSI (Scuba Systems

International) and NASI (The National Association of
Scuba Instructors) requested membership. The bylaws

of the Training Council did not preclude the addition
of new members, but the Big Four did not take lightly

to new certification organizations moving in on their
turf. By admitting them to the Training Council, their

legitimacy as certifying organizations would be
established. When Brawley was excluded, he apparent-
ly threatened to sue, claiming his exclusion was a

restraint of trade. Rather than face the issues, the Big
Four backed away, dissolving the National Scuba
Training Council before the members ever got a chance
to tackle the problems of industry wide training, In-
terestingly, no one seemed to notice.

The story has a twist. When the Training Council
moved for formal dissolution, they discovered that

they had, in fact, never existed legally. No one had
completed the papers required to organize the Council
as a nonprofit organization. When Ed Brawley, who
runs the National Association of Scuba Instructors in

Monterey, California, learned this, he took out a legal

90-day option on the name and briefly promoted it at
the 1979 DEMA trade show. Brawley did not pursue

ownership, so Dennis Graver, PAD1 Training Diree-
tor, took legal possession of the name, but his reasons

are uncertain. He recently told Undercurrent that: "1

have no intention of reactivating the Council."

Other Efforts

Although the formal interagency effort, spawned by
the LA threat of legislation, to improve and perhaps
standardize training went bust, the agencies still make
some effort to reach agreement. They don't get very
far.

Agency representatives met in January in New

Orleans and again in February in Los Angeles to
discuss training standards. The fact that they meet on

the topic seems to indicate that the agencies
acknowledge the need for improvement. According to

several participants we spoke with, the meetings end up
focusing on agency procedures, not on the skills taught
or the qualifications of the certified diver. The
members seem to get stuck on matters important to
agency operation, not on matters necessarily important

to pee,ple about to become certified.
For example, one of the areas of conflict centers on

the definition of an assistant instructor. Each agency
treats the assistant differently. Neither NAUI or PADI

permit assistant instructors to take students into open

water without an instructor present; the YMCA allows

assistant instructors to evaluate students in open water

and report back to an instructor; NASDS claims not to

have assistant instructors, using instead provisional in-

structors who can teach but cannot certify. One reason

for the variance between organizations is that

assistants in each organization have undergone dif-

ferent levels of instructor training-some agencies re-
quire more rigorous training than others. Another

reason is that agency philosophies differ.

Price Hikes

Price increases for rubber and petrochemical
products will shortly lead to increases in

scubagear prices from most manufacturers.
Some manufacturers will raise their prices

January 1, while many others will jump their
prices shortly thereafter. If you expect to buy

new gear next year, you will save money by acting
now.

On the other hand, Environmental Systems
announced recently a price reduction of an

astonishing $50 for their Warm Air Breathing
Apparatus. The WABA is a canister strapped to

the scuba tank and filled with hot water prior to a
dive. The hose from the tank enters the canister

where the air is heated before it goes to the diver.
The 80° air reduces a great deal of internal heat

loss, permitting deeper dives in cold water. The

WABA was selline for $189: it's price now is

$139.

1

An outsider may wonder why it is important to stan-
dardize assistant instructor roles, but one agency
representative told Undercurrent that "the group

needs a point of departure. If we can't agree on what
an assistant instructor or instructor is, then we have no

point of departure." But, it seems unlikely that the

agencies will reach agreement. PADI's Dennis Graver
told Undercurrent that he sees "no way to write a stan-

dard without each organization changing the way it
does business." But, John Gaffney, NASDS, recently

wrote to his shops saying that the other organizations
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Would have to improve their programs to meet the high

standards already established by NASDS.

The role of an assistant instructor may matter to
each agency, but the bottom line for the student is how

well he can dive when he completes the course. It

doesn't matter to us, and it doesn't matter to trainees,

whether people in the water with them are called provi-
sional instructors, junior instructors, or assistant in-
structors. What does matter is that the trainee in Las

Vegas, just as the trainee in Los Angeles or Lasalle,

knows that once he is certified he is equipped with the
know-how to be a safe diver.

There is no doubt that diving instruction has improv-
ed over the years, but every day divers throughout the

county are handed their PADI, YMCA, NASDS,

NAUI, or SSI card when, in theeyeof anyindependent

evaluator, they are not sufficiently competent to be

sent off with another unskilled buddy for an unsuper-
vised dive. That 1/3 of the deaths in scuba are at-

tributed to divers undertaking one of their first few
open water dives seem to attest to that.

One day, again, some government jurisdiction will
respond to a surge of diving accidents and move to

regulate diving training. The certification agencies will
plead, as they did in 1975, for the right to regulate
themselves.

Will anyone listen?

Next month: Equipmen! Standards.

CO Poisoning And Accident Reporting
Unsolved Case Raises Serious Questions

Most divers never contemplate the possibility of
carbon monoxide poisoning. Have you ever checked a

dive shop's compressor to verify that its intake is

clear of exhaust or fumes, that it's well-maintained

without the possibility of oil leaking into it. that it
pumps air pure as Rocky Mountain air? Probably

not. We sport divers trust our local dive shops to pro-

vide clean air, and presume that the likelihood o f get-

ting contaminated air ended years ago with the ad-

vancement of compressor technology and profes-
sional know-how.

That's not quite the ease, unfortunately. Li fe is not

without error, and even the most conscientious dive

shop could find its air quality inadvertently
deteriorate for a number of reasons. The deteriora-

lion is normally minor and quickly corrected, but un-

fortunately that was not the case for a diver in Puget

Sound who, in September, died of carbon monoxide

poisoning. Undercurrent does not normally report on

a single fatality, but the events surrounding and stem-

ming from this accident suggest lessons for each of us.

The Accident And Subsequent Events

Mark Marquess, 31, left his home in Eugene,
Oregon, for a commercial dive in Newport, Oregon,

then returned home, apparently filling his tank
somewhere along the 100-mile journey between the

two towns. He and his buddies subsequently drove to

the Bellingham, Washington area where they were

among twenty-one divers on a Zumbrota Boat

Charter to dive Lummi Island. In fifty feet of water,

he and his buddy agreed to split up to swim around a

large rock, but his buddy circled the rock and could

not find Marquess. On the surface he was spotted,
feet up. He could not be revived with CPR. After an

investigation, the death was attributed to a heart at-
tack, but the cause of the heart attack seemed to be

the 3,500 parts per million of carbon monoxide in his
.

air; 20 ppm is the U.S. Navy pure air standard.
Ten weeks later no one has determined where Mar-

quessgot his air. Authorities haveruledout homicide,
but acknowledge that the "chain of evidence" has
been broken because his well-intentioned buddies

brokea major rule of dive accident management: they

took Marquess' gear back to Oregon where it was

stored for four days before it could be inspected.

The gear was finally tested at the University of

Washington, where the carbon monoxide was

discovered. Marquess owned his own compressor, but,

according to Chief Deputy Doug Gill of Whatcom

County Sheriff's Department (Bellingham), the air in
his tank also contained trace elements of the glue used

in making wet suits, which seemed to rule out the
possibility that Marquess, himself, filled the tank and

points toa dive shopas thesource of the air. Marquess'

father-in-law, Donald Hollingshead, owner of Eugene

Skin Divers Supply, said that a subsequent investiga-
tion of Marquess' compressor indicated that it had not
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Cobras, Crocodiles And Polar Bears
Sweet Dreams To Our Readers

It may have been the full moon, but for some reason a rash of scary little stories came into our office
atl at once and after three nights of restless sleep filled with visions of monsters, we decided to share our
misery with our beloved readers.

The first tale comes from Len Charlton, Assistant Editor of the British Subaqua Scene, who recently
visited Thailand in search of new dive sites and has this to relate about his first dive there.

My son and I hired a boat and boatman to take us to a good dive site. When we arrived I asked the boat-
man to put the ladder in the water for our entry, but he refused. 1 insisted and pushed the ladder into the
water. He shook his head again and pulled it up. Then he went to the anchor and started to pull it up. By
this time I was getting slightly angry. He spoke no "Engerish," he said, but I tried to find out what was the
matter. I could see no reason for us not to dive in this beautiful, calm sea. Finally, he pointed to several lots
of driftwood floating about 100 meters away. He took a piece of wood from the boatdeck and threw it at
the driftwood. Suddenly all hell broke loose. The driftwood became a mass of writhing cobras. There had
been a few big storms, 1 was to learn later, and the snakes drifted down the rivers into the sea, where they
would float in clusters to the nearest islands. 1 saw six lots of big and small snakes. Imagine coming up
after a dive among them. I apologized to the boatman and rather quickly helped him pull up the anchor.

******

And then we read of an Australian skindiver diving a few hundred yards offshore in the Arafura Sea
last August. His wife saw him suddenly surface, screaming and struggling in the jaws of a 13-foot salt
water crocodile. Seconds later both the diver and the crocodile disappeared underwater. Several hours later
a search party found his body on shore, where the crocodile had apparently dragged it prior to dining.
There were few marks on the body since crocodiles normally kill their prey by drowning, rather than with
their teeth.

Now if this is not enough, consider polar bears. We have heard that polar bears can't open their
mouth and bite underwater, which may be an old husband's tale, but they can indeed take a healthy swat
with a paw and knock a diver senseless, waiting then for him to bob to the surface. Italian filmmaker Paolo
Curto was recently filming a documentary entitled Dear Monsters of the Sea and reports that the defense

used by the camera crew against polar bears was to dive with several extra pounds of weight and an in flated
BC. "If a diver became a target for an angry bear, he would pull his dump valve and dip down to below 16
ft., where no polar bear can follow because they cannot compensate." During the filming only one bear
showed any aggressive tendencies and Curto, who for awhile couldn't find his dump valve, only received a
light scrape from the bear's enormous paw. On the other hand, most bears ignored the cameramen and the
biggest problem was to get them off the ice floes and into the water for filming. In one case the frustrated
cameraman dragged a seal carcass away from a feeding bear, to which the bear responded by rolling over
and falling asleep.

******

And our last tale comes from our own fearless correspondent who visited North Caicos a second time
in October to check on the veracity of the review which appeared in Undercurrent in July, 1979. He had

taken several dives on this trip, seeing no sharks, until on one dive he happened to look up and see a six-
footer speeding directly toward him. He raised his arm and shouted so loud his regulator popped from his
mouth, and then grabbed his octopus regulator to press the purge button to blow bubbles. The shark
scraped his wet suit, but kept right on going and didn't return. Our correspondent reported: "1've seen
hundreds of sharks in my twenty years of sport diving, and this is only my second incident. [ was busy pok-
ing around the bottom and did nothing to provoke this fellow, but he came anyway. I suspect the bubbles
from my regulator or the shout kept him from coming back a second time, but then he may not have seen
me since I immediately found myself engul fed in a brown cloud."

Humans, like squid and octopus, seem to have their own techniques of self-defense.

been used for sometime.

The Whatcom County Sheriff's Department sent a
detective to Oregon for four days and, according to
Chief Gill, they were able to narrow the source of air to

seven shops, but no shop recalled, of course, selling air

to Marquess. With homicide ruled out, Chief Gill told
Undercurrent that limited funds prevented them from

taking the case any further. Continued investigation
"would be of benefit only to litigants in a civil suit," he
said, "and there is only a limited amount of money."
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Carbon Monoxide And The Compressor
More Than Auto Exhaust

The most common statement made by untrained personnel operating compressors to fill scuba tanks is
"my compressor cannot produce carbon monoxide because it's electric."

Gasoline powered compressors indeed increase the likelihood of CO (carbon monoxide) contamina-
tion, but switching to electric eliminates only 10% of the battle. To win the full battle, and keep the air

within acceptable purity limits, the compressor operator must have a complete grasp of compressor
mechanics. All compressors that use oil to lubricate the pistons can generate CO as a result of a malfunc-
tion, misuse, or poor condition. CO can occur suddenly or intermittently, without a visible change in the

compressor's operation.
Two conditions lead to the formation of CO in a compressor: oil in the compression cylinder and

temperatures high enough to cause oil to burn in the cylinder.
Oil lubricated compressors always have oil present on the cylinder walls. Cylinder temperature often

rises to a point that causes the oil to ignite, thus releasing hydrocarbons and CO. This is often caused by

the compression ratio being too high, which can be caused by any of the following:
1. Restriction of the compressor intake caused by a clogged or dirty inlet filter, a kinked inlet hose,

undersized or extended inlet piping or other restrictions of the air intake. The compressor is required to
pump air from lower than ambient pressure, so the final compressor stage must make up the difference
with a higher compression ratio.

2. Interstage leaks, leaks from interstage piping, vibration loosened fittings or head gaskets, or excessive
piston blow-by will result in reduced pressure to following stages and a proportionately higher compression
ratio.

3. Compressor valve leakage or failure and poor operation of the first stage valves can result in reduced
pressure to following stages and higher compression ratio in the final stage.

4. General overheating or operation of the compressor beyond design limits can directly or indirectly be
the cause of CO production. High ambient temperature with marginal cooling in area can result in ex-

cessive cylinder temperature. An inoperative cooling fan, loss of cooling water, blocked cooling air
passages, or inadequate cooling between the stages can also result in oil ignition.

This article is a condensed version of an original piece by Dick Rutowski. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Dive
Office which appeared originally in the February, 1979, issue of The NOAA Diver. newsletter of the NOAA Diving Program.

Gill did say, however, that a full investigation might

uncover the source, or certainly narrow the choice to

fewer possibilities. Of course, by now all dive shops are

on notice about the death and any compressor pro-
blems surreptitiously uncovered have most likely been
rectified. Nevertheless, private investigators have ap-

parently been hired by the deceased diver's family to
pursue the case.

Lessons For Sport Divers

Divers present after any fatality should see that the
victim's equipment is turned over to authorities, and

not taken from the accident by well-meaning friends.
Too often the equipment or the air is not analyzed, and
the cause of the death remains listed as "heart attack"

or "embolism" when other factors are contributory.

One organization in the country studies all scuba
deaths: The National Underwater Accident Data

Center, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI
02881. Their goal is to improve diver education and

safety. We have included their questionnaire, and ask
that any diver present during a serious accident do his

best to complete the questionnaire and return it to the

Accident Data Center.

Contact Lenses And Diving

The Soft Lens Option

Hard contact lenses can be worn when diving, but
many divers experience eye discomfort and impaired

vision. Without considering other options, they have
prescription lenses glued into their mask or. in some

cases, dive half-blind. There are other solutions.

According to tests recently conducted by two Navy

medical researchers, divers wearing hard contact lenses

during a decompression dive to 150 feet developed sore

eyes, had decreased sharpness o f vision, and saw halos

and radiating spokes when viewing lights.
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However, when the subjects wore soft contact lenses
or hard lenses with a tiny hole drilled in them
(fenestrated lenses), the problems did not occur.

Captain M.E. Bradley and Commander D.R. Simon
discovered that the eye problems stemmed from small
nitrogen bubbles which developed in the precorneal
tear film. The bubbles expanded during ascent, re-

mained trapped, and disturbed the tear film covering
the cornea. Deprived of oxygen, but retaining carbon
dioxide, the tissue was su mciently damaged to produce
the unpleasant symptoms.

When hard contacts with a tiny 0.4 mm hole were us-

ed, a tiny amount of tear could pass, permitting

nutrients to bathe the cornea sufficiently to prevent

tissue damage.

Soft contacts contain a large amount of water and
cover the entire cornea. The permeability and flexibili-

ty of the soft lens allowed the exchange of the trapped

gasses and nutrients, so bubbles did not form during
decompression and no discomfort and damage
resulted.

Although a facemask with fitted lenses may still re-

main a good choice for some people, soft contact tenses
or fenestrated contact lenses can normally be used

without the discomfort and tissue damage accompany-
ing the use of hard contact lenses. As to the fear of los-

ing contacts underwater, they can indeed be lost if a
diver's eyes are not protected by a mask. But when
there is an accident-if the mask gets knocked awayor
water comes rushing in-eyes close reflexively. If a

[liver must open his eyes under these circumstances to

Texas Governor Bill Clements was recently

declared the winner of the "Barefoot and Pregnant"

award, a monthly distinction awarded by a Texas

chapter of NOW, the National Organization of

Women. Clements was attending an August 30 con-

ference at Texas AS,M University, where he heard a

presentation by Dr. Feenan Jennings, head of the

school's Sea Grant program, during which Jennings

reported on University research which indicated

pregnant women should exercise great care scuba div-

ing since recently developed evidence indicated that

the fetus may be susceptible to bends. After hearing
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save himself, then the price of lost contacts, when the

issue at hand is self-rescue. is nothing to fret about.

Jennings, Governor Clements responded that women

are "always looking for birth control. We might say
'go deepwater diving and exercise birth control. , "

The NOW group presented the award "in recogni-
tion of his callous attitude toward childbearing, his

ignorance of the tremendous contribution of self that
Texas women dedicate to this state and society, and

his unconscionable disregard for the health and safe-

ty of women and children."

According to the Miami Herald, Fitzhugh Rollins

walked into Miami's Calypso Dive Center and paid

$1.56 to fill his tank last June. Later that afternoon,

lie hired a boat and driver to take him out on "a test

dive." On tile way to the site he sat quietly, reading a
science fiction book. After he entered the water, he

surfaced and asked the boatman to hand him a bag

he had brought aboard, and again slipped below the

surface. He did not return. The following morning he

was found dead, floating in red gym shorts and scuba
gear. Police said he had shot himself in the right tem-

pie with a .22 caliber automatic pistol while under-
water.
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